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Introduction 
Public libraries, by their nature, are open to all who seek their resources and 
thereby are a resource for many people. This situation comes with incredible 
responsibility regarding their collections. Such responsibility has had significant 
discussion in the library science literature under many guises: censorship, First 
Amendment concerns, diversity and inclusion, and more. Responsibility of one particular 
kind of speech comes up again and again and is in fact the most common rationale in all 
book challenges, that speech is sexually explicit content. (Downey 2017). Sexual content 
can exist in many different forms and various degrees. This analysis, however, is 
concerned with sexual content in the form of erotica and pornography, combined to the 
single term: sex materials. Sex materials have existed far back into human history and 
have been in this country since before it was a country. (Stone 2018). However, it has 
since proven extremely divisive, and many attempts have been made to control it.  
One recent article attempts to understand librarian attitudes and opinions 
regarding the collection of sex material in their libraries. It is from that article that the 
current study springs. This thesis seeks to evaluate the accessibility of sexual material in 
the physical collections of North Carolina public library systems by performing a 
collection analysis on nine North Carolina public library systems.
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Literature Review 
The genesis of this collection analysis is the article Collecting Sex Materials for 
Libraries by Martinez et al. 2016. Collecting Sex Materials for Libraries attempts to 
bring some data about what librarian opinions are regarding sex material, including what 
its definition is.  
In that article, the authors sent out a year-long survey to librarians of all different 
types of libraries to try and gather information about their collection practices and views 
regarding sex material. The authors found a few interesting phenomena. First, the 
majority (58.5%) of surveyed librarians perceived a difference between “pornography” 
and “erotica.” (Martinez et al. 2016). Another discovery was how the surveyed librarians 
differentiated between pornography and erotica. Among the response themes, the top 
three were: artistic or literary merit, textual vs. visual/graphic, and explicitness. (Martinez 
et al. 2016). Although not a major reason for the distinction, legality of material was 
brought up as one such reason. The author’s noticed that, despite some respondents being 
quite certain, many respondents were misinformed about what the law says about 
pornography, erotica, and sex material generally. What that relationship between the 
various types of sex material may be was not discussed heavily in the paper.  There was a 
potential entailment of this misunderstanding towards collection development, where 
52% of male and 56% of female respondents ranked legality as the highest rationale to 
not collect sexually related materials in a library environment, (Martinez et al. 2016). The 
authors go on to say that half of respondents found that illegal status should not be a 
barrier to collecting and the authors give the example of material regarding gender and 
sexual minorities. However, legality was stated by just over half of male and female 
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respondents as a reason to not collect sexually related material. This perception 
of pornography, and potentially erotica as well, as an illegal thing, certainly may then 
have an effect on collection development, especially when one considers the different 
kinds of libraries. An academic library may feel more comfortable collecting items of 
dubious, or simply unknown, legality in the sake of a larger intellectual mission; 
however, a public library may be more sensitive to legal challenges and liability.  
Something to note about this article, and where the current collection analysis 
comes in, are the deficiencies of surveys as a measuring tool. Surveys are vulnerable to 
people not responding, misinterpretation, or not completing them. This may ultimately 
skew the data. The authors in Collecting Sex Material noted, “…the possibility of 
detrimental effects from self-selection should be considered when interpreting the 
results”, specifically “…some respondents may have elected to discontinue the survey 
upon encountering a question or series of questions that made them uncomfortable.” 
(Martinez et al. 2016). Since we do now have more research on librarian attitudes about 
sex material in libraries, empirical data could bolster our understanding of what is the 
case without going through the potentially obfuscating filter of the attitudes of those who 
would self-select to talk about sex material. Further, collections are more than the 
opinions of a single librarian. They develop over time and include the input of many 
librarians over that time and other stakeholders. Therefore, understanding how accessible 
sex material is amongst libraries can provide grounds for further research and to compare 
against librarian opinions on the matter. Martinez et al. mentions that, “. . . few libraries 
have published regarding access to materials with sexual content.” (Martinez et al. 2016). 
The actual presence of sex material in collections is thus worth investigating.  
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Other Literature 
Although Martinez et al.’s article is where the current analysis springs, discussion 
about sex material and its place in the library has been discussed before in the library 
literature. First, there is some literature on the collection of sex material in archival 
settings (Tang 2017; Barriault 2009; Brittain 2002). There is also literature on the access 
to sex material on the internet through libraries’ computers. (Houghton 1999; Schuyler 
1999; Deane 2004; Dilveko & Gottlieb 2004; Wachs 2004; Oder 2008). Literature has 
also touched upon sex related texts such as sex education material (Cornog & Perper 
1997; Heller & Storms 2015; Marshall 2016; Reisman & McAlister 2018). However, 
there is relatively little literature on the collection of sex material for the physical 
collection.  
The earliest found about collecting sex material specifically in public library 
physical collections was a 1980 article in the Canadian Library Journal by Wertheimer. 
There he discusses extensively pornography and its potential as a source of information 
and as a legitimate library material from numerous angles: pornography and crime, porn 
and women, porn and children, its potential as literature, and what a librarian’s 
obligations are. (Wertheimer 1980). Wertheimer doesn’t come to any hard conclusions 
about whether pornography should be included in a library but leaves it up to the reader.  
Moving closer to the present, another paper Erotica in Australian Libraries: Are 
We Negligent Collection Managers by Edgar Crooks looks at the architecture behind 
collecting erotica for libraries as well as a brief history of erotica and the changes it has 
gone through in publication and legality. (Crook 2001). Crook begins with a look at 
Britain and the United States’ stance and professional commitments but quickly moves to 
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an Australian specific discussion that stretches to all types of libraries. (Crook 
2001). However, he makes some observations that may are relevant here. Namely that, 
“With the decline of pulp paperbacks of little literary merit which were directed at males, 
there has been a consequent growth and active marketing push for quality literary erotica 
aimed at women.” (Crook 2001). Despite that, Crook notes that erotic pictorial matter is 
still “almost impossible” to find. (Crook 2001).  
One article that directly addresses collecting sex material, erotica here, in public 
libraries is the 2013 article by Katie Dunneback, Erotica’s Full-Frontal Shelving.  There 
Katie Dunneback reports on how there is increasing demand for erotic literature in public 
libraries after Fifty Shade of Grey, which will be touched upon later, came out. 
Dunneback offers very practical advice on how to deal with that increased demand. She 
advises She touches upon collection development issues, marketing, and reconsideration 
requests. (Dunneback 2013). For collection development, she mentions that it is likely a 
library already has “erotica” within their collection. (Dunneback 2013). At the end of the 
paper Dunneback includes a Starter Bibliography of anthologies that will be used as the 
core collection in this study. (Dunneback 2013).  
Another article, Japanese Cartoons, Virtual Child Pornography, Academic 
Libraries, and the Law, considers the legal risk of works, manga, that may have “highly 
graphic, uncensored, sex acts.” (Masuchika 2015). Masuchika focuses primarily on the 
potential legal liability for libraries for collecting works that involved drawn minors in 
explicit sexual acts or general nude situations that can be misinterpreted by a different 
cultural audience, such as communal bathing. (Masuchika 2015). Masuchika does take 
time to note that the perception of manga as primarily of the “highly sexualized” type is 
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wrong, although that does exist. (Masuchika 2015). The article serves well as a 
brief addressing of the legal liability for libraries for carrying obscenity, a specific kind of 
speech that is related to but not the same as simply sexually explicit content. In two 
sentences: 
“The Supreme Court of the United States held that materials considered 
pornographic, including their creations, sales, advertisement, and distribution, 
constitute speech protected by the First Amendment and cannot be prosecuted as a 
crime. Obscene materials (or obscenity in general) is not protected speech and can 
be severely regulated by the government or even banned as violation of criminal 
law.” (Masuchika 2015).  
Essentially, the misunderstandings by the librarians in Martinez et al. are that there is no 
legal difference between pornography and erotica, only between “pornography” and 
“obscenity.” Further, more general, discussions about legality and library collections can 
be found in other literature. (Mart 2003; Klinefelter 2010).  
There is a case study for an actual collection of sex material in a public library. 
The Oak Lawn Public Library in Illinois collected Playboy for 32 years and in the wake 
of a citizen’s request for removal they conducted a survey of patrons regarding their 
opinions about the library’s subscription to Playboy. (Rizzardini 2005). The patrons 
surveyed wanted to the halting of the library’s description, although there seemed to be 
some conflict as why and whether to destroy the library’s current holding. (Rizzardini 
2005). The discussion shows that libraries have collected clearly-known-to-be sex 
material and have discussed doing so with their patrons. Another case study is the 
collection of Madonna’s Sex by the Monroe County library. (Turchyn 2017). This paper 
goes over the Monroe County library’s experience and ensuing legal scuffle about the 
decision to collect the material. (Turchyn 2017). One commonality in sex material these 
two-case studies share is that they are both visual, Playboy is a magazine with centerfolds 
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while Sex’s 132 pages were “chiefly illustrated.” (Turchyn 2017). Another 
component these two case studies have in common is the sex material in question is 
largely recognized and known, the international brand Playboy and one of the biggest 
celebrities ever.  Both of these similarities put these case studies in a unique place. As 
Dunneback noted in her piece there is likely a large amount of sex material that libraries 
already have collected. (Dunneback 2013). It can be intuited that those collected works 
are likely not as immediately recognizable as those in the case studies above and are 
likely textual, not visual. With those massive differences, there is a gap in knowledge in 
what other sex material public libraries may already have in their collection.  
One important article discusses the discourse surrounding sex material in LIS 
texts, Beyond Obscenity: An Analysis of Sexual Discourse in LIS Educational Texts by 
Heather Hill and Marni Harrington. This article goes a long way to connect the ideals 
stated by the profession and the actual educational material provided to new and aspiring 
librarians. The article finds that LIS materials treat sexual topics such as pornography and 
erotica in a primarily pejorative way. (Hill & Harrington 2014). Further, they do not treat 
that type of material with much nuance at all. (Hill & Harrington 2014). This is all if 
sexual themes were even discussed, 73 percent of the collection development texts 
contained no references to sexual themes. (Hill & Harrington 2014). This demonstrates 
that librarians are largely not being instructed in the collection of sex material, whatever 
professional commitments to anti-censorship may exist.  
As mentioned, a catalyzing moment in the conversation of sex material’s place in 
public library collections occurred in the early 2010s with the book Fifty Shades of Grey. 
(Jones 2012). Fifty Shades of Grey was a widely popular erotic book that started off as 
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Twilight fan fiction with heavy BDSM elements. The BDSM community 
disavows the book as just being an abusive relationship and not representative of their 
community, however, the book remains a cultural phenomenon. (Duca 2014). The 
popularity of the book forced libraries to consider something so popular yet so fragrantly 
sex material. The ALA’s Executive Director for the Office of Intellectual released an 
article discussing the acquisition of Fifty Shades. In there, Jones offered support for those 
who have decided to purchase the book and pushed back against fears of buying the 
book, as wells pushed back against reasons to not buy or remove the book. (Jones 2012). 
There is now more interest in sex material for public libraries than ever before.  
The Importance of Sex Material 
Sexually explicit content is the number one reason for book challenges in the U.S. 
(Downey 2017). Book challenges, getting an item removed from a library, are a form of 
censorship. A previous thesis at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill looked at 
different form of censorship in North Carolina libraries, shelving practices. (Cunningham 
2010).  Martinez et al. relayed a brief history of the viewpoint of librarians earlier in the 
20th century of the role of librarians’ obligation to act as a censor to controversial or 
material considered unsuitable. (Martinez et al. 2016). It wasn’t until the 1960s that this 
begun to change. (Martinez et al. 2016; Cornog 2016). Shortly, sex material has not been 
viewed favorably by libraries over time.  
One may wonder what value sex material brings to the public library collection. 
Law professor Geoffrey R. Stone wrote in his paper for the First Amendment Law 
Review at the University of Chapel Hill Law school about the value of sexual expression: 
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“The greater availability of sexual expression, for example, enhances the 
ability of individuals to understand and to satisfy their own sexual needs and 
desires; gives them a much richer exposure to unconventional forms of artistic 
excellence; entertains, amuses, enlightens, and excites: and enables individuals to 
learn more about sex and its many varied possibilities. All of this, in varying 
degrees, captures at least some of the potential individual and social benefits of a 
much broader freedom of sexual expression.” (Stone 2018).  
 
The inclusion of sex material in public libraries goes a large way to addressing 
these values and the broader idea of freedom of sexual expression that Professor Stone 
discussed. Availability of sex material may expose people to varied ways of imagining 
sex and sexual relationships. This is especially so regarding the “varied possibilities” of 
sex and individuals understanding their own sexual needs and desires, particularly as an 
individual begins to develop their own sexual identity. There is a possible analogy to the 
oral argument of the Supreme Court case Cohen v. California. This famous First 
Amendment case revolved around Robert Cohen wearing a jacket that said “Fuck the 
Draft” inside a California courthouse. In the oral argument in front of the Supreme Court 
Cohen’s attorney Melville Nimmer famously uttered the words “Fuck.” He stated that he 
believed if he did not say the word at issue that would concede to the Supreme Court that 
there were places it should not be said. (Woodward & Armstrong 2011).  
A similar logic exists in carrying sex material. There is an importance placed on 
sexual diversity and inclusion, especially for gender and sexual minorities, however, if 
one of the things that makes up those difference is seen as an unacceptable to be dealt 
with then that erodes the perception that those differences are still equal. Essentially, in a 
similar way to not saying the word one is arguing should be fine to say undermines the 
argument, not collecting material that one implicitly asserts may be part of a healthy, 
normal way of life undermines that commitment. The counter that sexual content is 
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present even in other material, such as romance fiction, actually continues to 
enforce particular norms of when sex is supposed to be acceptably experienced.  
Arguments towards the importance of sexual fantasy more broadly, for which 
consuming it via media is one avenue, can be found in the law review article Punishing 
Sexual Fantasy by Andrew Gilden. There he points out scholarship that demonstrates the 
importance of “play” in the development of a sexual identity, even for adults. (Gilden 
2016).  This is due to the non-essentialist view of identity by contemporary scholars, 
rather pointing out that identity “is produced through ongoing interactions with other 
people, institutions, and popular culture.” (Gilden 2016). He further points out that sexual 
identity and desires are not exhausted by orientation or identification. They can involve 
various “physical acts, power dynamics, gender roles, and emotional attachments that 
both splinter and transcend the gay/straight matrix.” (Gilden 2016).  Although that paper 
concerned itself with Internet-based interaction, the consumption of media through 
physical items such as books also plays a role in the creation of identity. (Hassell et al. 
2013).  
Conclusion 
Sex material collection is not a new topic. Literature explicitly discussing the 
value of its collection stretches back at least to the 1980s, being updated sporadically 
from different angles. Due to changing cultural norms and the popularity of erotic fiction 
that has come from those norms there is increased explicit demand on public libraries to 
carry sex material. Unfortunately, there are some misunderstandings by librarians on sex 
material and a lack of treatment of them in LIS educational texts with some authors 
pointing out that sex material may already be in library’s collection. So, while there is 
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increased interest from the library community into the relationship between sex 
material and libraries, these factors obfuscate its actual presence. Further, sex material is 
a worthwhile piece of a public library’s collection for the ways it allows the development 
of identity. This paper will hopefully add a small kernel of more understanding to the 
topic of sex material’s presence in public libraries. 
Methodology 
To address the presence of sex material in North Carolina public libraries a 
collection analysis was performed. This is an accepted methodology for libraries to 
determine service weaknesses within their own collection; it is helpful for determining 
“…perspective, direction for the future, and a clear sense of mission for the library 
collection.” (Enoch 2014). It can also measure a collection’s conformation to professional 
standards as well as identifying areas of weakness. (Enoch 2014). Since collection 
analysis is able to determine accessibility concerns for a library’s internal decision 
making, it should work as well for outside analysis.  
First and foremost, the major issue in studying material of this kind is the lack of 
any clear definition regarding what constitutes sex material. Sexual content itself can 
make different kinds of appearances in different genres, from being a small, equivocating 
mention to being the main plot device.  
One avenue for defining sexual material, especially in the context of the library 
and its collections, is that of separating it from romance fiction. Defining by the relief so 
to speak. Romance fiction is defined by both the “the main focus of the story must be on 
the romantic relationship between the book’s two protagonists” and “the book must have 
happily optimistic, emotionally satisfying ending.” (Orr 2013).  It of course possible the 
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piece of romance fiction in question may have sexually explicit scenes and due 
to those scenes be considered also as sex material. However, romance novels were not 
included since there is no way to distinguish the primacy of sexual arousal over the plot 
of a relationship without reading each book individually and their inclusion would drown 
the entire effort since romance novels are one of the most popular forms of fiction today. 
Sex material as used here is essentially material that exists primarily to evoke sexual 
arousal, without the artificial distinction between pornography and erotica. The 
combination of these topics should provide a more comprehensive survey of how much 
of the type of material concerned with here does exist in a collection. This is because to 
borrow some classification terminology from Martinez et al., wherever an item falls on 
questions of artistic or literary merit, explicitness, or being text or visually based, 
pornography and erotica have as a raison d’être some amount of sexual arousal. The 
conception of the primacy of “pornography” or sex material as intended to “stimulate 
sexual excitement” can also be seen in the discussions related to its archiving. (Tang 
2017). The potential conflation with romance items in this analysis should be alleviated 
by comparison of the collection to a core collection of items considered to be sex 
material.  
The data collection method used was based off the methodology used in the 
Sandra Hughes-Hassell et al. article, Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and 
Questioning (LGBTQ)-Themed Literature for Teens. (Hughes-Hassell et al. 2013). That 
study was a collection analysis for themes of gender and sexual minorities in literature, it 
then gets at a similarly abstracted concept as sex material that can be as difficult to 
determine without reading the material firsthand.   
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This collection analysis was performed on the collections of nine library 
systems in North Carolina. Due to the cultural nature of attitudes regarding sex and sex 
material a random sample was not used. This is since there is a possibility that the sample 
will cluster and there would be a homogenous cultural sample. These library systems 
were chosen downloading the public library directory for 2021 from the State Library of 
North Carolina’s website. Another Excel sheet was created consisting of only the public 
libraries from that directory. North Carolina’s 100 counties were then grouped together 
by geographic region in consultation of a region map. The counties in each region were 
sorted by population from most to least. The total counties were divided by three with the 
first county of each group chosen. If the number of counties did not evenly divide by 
three then the remainder counties were sorted in after the first group. The nine counties 
chosen provided the nine library systems whose collection would be subject to analysis. 
To note, one library system included multiple counties. Those nine systems were labeled, 
in descending population: Mountain Region Library System 1 -3 (MRLS 1, MRLS 2, 
MRLS 3), Piedmont Region Library System 1-3 (PRLS 1, PRLS 2, PRLS 3), and Eastern 
Region Library System 1-3 (ERLS 1, ERLS 2, ERLS 3). In other words, MRLS 1 had the 
highest population in its group while MRLS 3 had the lowest. This should hopefully 
address such metrics and factors as: the urban versus rural divide and socioeconomic 
capabilities. To note, the MRLS-2 did not have a discrete library system serving the 
associated county so the two library branches within that county were searched.  
Since selection was done by population, there is the possibility that it will not 
actually be representative of the state population. For example, in the attempt to be as 
inclusive as possible a certain region with a high population may be overrepresented on a 
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particular aspect that is not actually common within North Carolina public 
libraries at large. However, the importance of allowing as many communities as possible 
to be represented in the study of sexual material accessibility outweighs this risk since 
sex material is so tied to communities and culture.   
Unfortunately, before the data could be collected for this collection analysis the 
COVID-19 pandemic occurred. In response, the data collection was done primarily 
through the NC Cardinal website filtered for each library system. The subject searches 
were performed with the following Sears Catalog subject headings: “pornography”, 
“erotica”, “erotic fiction”, “erotic literature”, “erotic films”, “erotic art”, and “erotic 
poetry.” To ensure full coverage of physical holdings the selection of “All Formats” was 
selected for each search, total number of items returned was recorded, and then the filter 
to exclude “Electronic Resources” was selected. Since the question here is about physical 
accessibility, this collection analysis is not only concerned with books but the entire 
physical collection. Video and recorded audio are to be included; however, e-books, 
streaming video, or downloadable audio are not so included. Four library system catalogs 
had to be searched on their own website since they were not present in NC Cardinal. The 
same subject headings were used, filtered by Subject, however, individual confirmation 
had to be done to ensure that the items recorded were not e-books or similarly digital. 
Items about sexual content, such culture commentary, were eliminated. Adaptations of a 
title into another a movie, for example the Fifty Shades of Grey series, were counted as 
different titles since so much interpretation is required for such an adaptation. This is 
opposed to something like a CD audio books which is just the recitation of the book 
itself.  
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Finding a core collection of sex material to supplement the subject 
heading searches proved difficult. Although reading guides from major publishers may 
have mentioned sexual content of books no such reading guide for sex material was 
found from a major library material publisher. The closest discovered was the inclusion 
of an Urban Erotica section in the book Genreflecting: A Guide to Popular Reading 
Interests. (Orr 2013). The core collection used in this collection analysis is the provided 
anthology list from the Erotica: Full-Frontal Shelving paper. (Dunneback 2013). See 
Appendix One. This list was chosen since it was created by a cataloging librarian as her 
recommendation of books to get into the genre of Erotica. Further, since the list are of 
anthologies, which have numerous and varied stories, another librarian might conclude 
that the purchasing of an anthology, in a world of such subjectivity as sexual tastes, 
would be in total a safer method of collecting. Finally, the anthology list provided 
touches upon a number of sub-categories of sexual interest, such as fantasy-based or 
sado-masochistic, and so provides a good amount of breadth for material.   
Data Analysis Methods 
Data collected will be entered into an Excel spreadsheet noting the items title, 
author, copyright date, format, and subject heading used. This is similar to what was used 
in the Hughes-Hassell’s paper. (Hughes-Hassell et al. 2013). From this, the number of 
titles collected through will be measured against the total collection, as well as rates of 
copies of selected core titles. Higher numbers in each would insinuate higher accessibility 
to sex material. Although mere inclusion would does not equal actual accessibility, it 
would at least indicate the possibility of access. (Cunningham 2010).  
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Findings 
Total Number of Sex Material Titles in each Library System 
Figure 1 demonstrates the presence of sex material within a collection had a large 
range from 5 unique titles in a system to 481. The significant outlier, Piedmont Region 
Library System 1, held 481 items with next most numerous, Eastern Region Library 
System 2, having 279. The average number of items held would be 133.4 with three 
systems having over the average and six under the average. Five of the nine library 
systems had less than 100 unique titles of sex material in their collection, with four 
having less than 50.       
Figure 1: Total Number of Unique Sex Material Titles per Library System 
  
 Figure 2 demonstrates the distribution of the Sear Subject Headings searched 


































System 1 System 2 System 3
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Pornography and Erotic Fiction stand out as the most common with 23 and 19 
items using the subject heading respectively. Two library systems had no items using the 
Erotica or Erotic Art heading. MRLS-3 had no items using four out of the seven subject 
headings.  
 
Sears Subject Headings MRLS – 1 MRLS - 2 MRLS - 3 Total Use 
Erotica 3 0 0 3 
Erotic Film 2 2 3 7 
Erotic Art 2 0 0 2 
Pornography 18 3 2 23 
Erotic Fiction 17 2 0 19 
Erotic Literature 6 1 1 8 
Erotic Poetry 2 1 0 3 
Figure 2: Usage of searched Sears Subject Headings by Mountain Region Library 
Systems 
  
 Figure 3 demonstrates the distribution of the Sear Subject Headings searched 
within the three Piedmont Region Library Systems and the total usage of each term. 
Erotic Fiction stands out as an outlier with 570 uses, the next most common was 
Pornography with 60 uses. Two library systems had no items using the Erotic Art or 
Erotic Poetry heading.  
 
Sears Subject Headings PRLS – 1 PRLS - 2 PRLS - 3 Total Use 
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Erotica 3 0 1 4 
Erotic Film 7 4 2 13 
Erotic Art 0 0 1 1 
Pornography 48 4 8 60 
Erotic Fiction 445 115 10 570 
Erotic Literature 2 3 5 10 
Erotic Poetry 4 0 0 4 
Figure 3: Usage of searched Sears Subject Headings by Piedmont Region Library 
Systems 
 
Figure 4 demonstrates the distribution of the Sear Subject Headings searched 
within the three Eastern Region Library Systems and the total usage of each term. Erotic 
Fiction again stands out as an outlier with 482 uses, the next most common was again 
Pornography with 23 uses. No library system in the Eastern Region had any physical 
items using the Erotic Literature subject heading. While two library systems had no items 
using the Erotic Poetry subject heading.  
 
Sears Subject Headings ERLS – 1 ERLS - 2 ERLS - 3 Total Use 
Erotica 1 0 6 7 
Erotic Film 2 3 0 5 
Erotic Art 1 0 1 2 
Pornography 13 0 10 23 
Erotic Fiction 47 277 158 482 
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Erotic Literature 0 0 0 0 
Erotic Poetry 3 0 0 3 
Figure 4: Usage of searched Sears Subject Headings by Eastern Region Library 
Systems 
 
 Figure 5 shows the distribution of material format across the library systems. By 
far the most common format were books at 1,156 items so designated overall, as well as 
being the most common format in each library system. Large print books were considered 
separately since they increase accessibility of material by allowing those with seeing 
difficulty to read the material. Large print books had a total presence of 23 items; CD 
Audio recordings at 37; and DVDs at 34. Interestingly, although there were some systems 
with no sex material in large print or as CD audio, all systems had DVDs with the 
searched subject headings.  
 
Library System Book Large Print Book CD Audio DVD 
MRLS-1 42 0 2 4 
MRLS-2 8 0 0 1 
MRLS-3 1 0 0 5 
PRLS-1 457 15 27 8 
PRLS-2 119 0 1 6 
PRLS-3 19 1 2 5 
ERLS-1 67 2 2 1 
ERLS-2 275 0 2 3 
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ERLS-3 168 5 1 1 
Total: 1,156 23 37 34 
Figure 5: Distribution of Sex Material Format in Library Systems 
 
Total Number of Core Collection Titles in each Library System  
As mentioned, the collections of each library system were also compared to a core 
collection of sex material anthologies provided by the Dunneback article. (Dunneback 
2013). Figure 6 shows the inclusion of each title in the collection for each library system. 
Out of nine titles, eight were not carried in a physical format by any library system 
searched. One title, Zane’s Chronicles, was carried by two library systems, PRLS-1 and 
ERLS-1. 
 
Title Number of Library Systems 
that Held the Title 
Agony/Ecstasy: Original Stories of Agonizing 
Pleasure/Exquisite Pain 
0 
Alison’s Wonderland 0 
Best Erotic Fantasy & Science Fiction 0 
Best Erotic Romance 0 
Best Women’s Erotica: 2011 0 
Do Not Disturb: Hotel Sex Stories 0 
Herotica: A Collection of Women’s Erotic Fiction 0 
Lustfully Ever After: Fairy Tale Erotic Romance 0 
Zane’s Sex Chronicles 2 
Figure 6: Total Number of Library Systems containing Core Collection Titles 
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Discussion and Limitations 
On the whole it seems that the accessibility of sex material in North Carolina 
public library systems’ physical collections is currently low, except for specific outliers. 
As the idiom goes: to those who have, more will be given. The Mountain region overall 
had the lowest total number of titles (58) as well as the library system with the lowest 
number (5). The Piedmont had the largest discrepancy between library systems with a 
range of 460 titles. This was due to the enormous outlier of PRLS-1 which itself had 
more material (481) than all the Mountain library systems (58), the other two Piedmont 
library systems (144), and two of three Eastern library systems (239) combined. This is 
not necessarily a surprising result considering the population, resources, and number of 
branch libraries of the county PRLS-1 is located in. Another interesting outlier was 
ERLS-2. By the stipulations of the sample choice, this library system was chosen from a 
county of medium population in the Eastern region; however, this system had the second 
most unique titles of sex material. This may be due to the fact this library system actually 
stretches across multiple counties. Far from an issue, this demonstrates the ability for 
library consortium to increase access to its members, even in the area of sex material. 
Unfortunately, specific comparison of the total physical collection per library system to 
the collection of sex material was not possible. The attempts to figure out that total 
physical collection size maxed out the online catalogues searched. Given that, however, it 
can be estimated that the percentage of the total sex material collections compared to the 
total collection to be quite small. After all, one ratio would have to have the number 5 as 
a numerator.  
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The overwhelming primary format of the items were print books with 
some accessible options in large print format. Those tended to be duplicate titles, such as 
the popular Fifty Shades of Grey series. The overall lack of visual material, such as films, 
follow expectations from Martinez et al.’s work that librarians viewed visual sex material 
as less appropriate for public libraries. (Martinez et al. 2016). Only 34 items were labeled 
as DVDs and a review of the titles indicated none to have an origin from the adult 
entertainment industry. Again, this is not a surprising find. Given the relatively recent 
nature of directly collecting sex material to begin with, provoked by the catalyst of Fifty 
Shades of Grey, it would have been surprising if public libraries started collecting the 
type of material many might think of when they hear the world pornography, with titles 
such as Bubblebutt Babysitters 3. (Curtis 2019).  
Some systems also included a book titles in a secondary language, namely 
Spanish. This would increase the accessibility of sex material to the different Spanish 
speaking community; however, the overall number of these items was quite low. Again, 
primarily duplicates of popular works specifically Fifty Shades of Grey. CD Audio 
formats were also represented with a total of 37 items across the library systems. This 
edges out DVD items by three; however, with margins so close it is difficult to ascribe a 
particular reason to the difference. The collection of CD Audio material does still 
increase access to the sex material for people who have difficultly reading print material 
or simply cannot. 
Erotic Fiction was the subject heading with consistently the most material across 
library systems (1,071). The more granular subject headings chosen for coverage were all 
sparsely populated: Erotica (14), Erotic Film (25), Erotic Art (5), Erotic Literature (18), 
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and Erotic Poetry (10). The next most popular subject heading was 
Pornography (106). This was somewhat surprising given the Sears Headings use 
instructions as for “Obscene Materials.” (Bristow 2018). Obscene material, as was 
mentioned above, is the kind of material that can be legally prohibited. Erotic Art saw 
little use, again following expectations of a bias against visual sex material. Erotic Film 
was used sparsely as well, although surprisingly more than Erotic Literature. This 
difference may be due to the similarly situated subject heading of Erotic Fiction, whereas 
Erotic Film doesn’t have a comparable subject heading.    
Most systems contained few if any of the core collection chosen. All three of the 
Mountain Region systems had none of the core collection, although MRLS 1 had other 
editions of Best Women’s Erotica. Similarly for the Piedmont Region, PRLS 2 and 3 had 
only different editions of Best Women’s Erotica, while PRLS 1 had only Zane’s Sex 
Chronicles. ERLS 1 had only Zane’s Sex Chronicles while ERLS 2 and 3 had none of the 
core collection at all. Nominally, this points to the weakness of the various collections in 
this study. However, when considered in conjunction with the outlier of PRLS-1, as well 
as the fact that a couple collections had different editions of Best Women’s Erotica, it 
suggests a major limitation of the current study. Namely, the Starter Bibliography 
provided by Dunneback may not have been a quality core collection for the purposes of a 
collection analysis. This would point to the need the development of such an adequate 
core collection, preferably one done by a major publisher who has the resources for such 
an endeavor. As mentioned earlier, only the sub-genre of Urban Erotica was found to 
have a core collection.  
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Another potential limitation is the operational definition of sex material. 
Without a doubt there will be those who disagree. Some may think that it is not inclusive 
enough, they would like to classify more material as sex material, and those who think 
the opposite. For example, perhaps a cross-listing of an item as Romance Fiction ought to 
exclude an item for being counted as sex material since the would technically mean its 
primary purpose was “the main focus of the story must be on the romantic relationship 
between the book’s two protagonists” and not sexual arousal. Whereas this study allowed 
counted such material since the inclusion of an erotic-based or pornography subject 
heading as specifying the type of material an item is.   
Another related issue may be this studies’ reliance on Subject Headings. To be 
sure, the issue of sex material is plagued by issues in its description due to the inherent 
interpretative nature of such an endeavor. (Tang 2017). However, in getting an idea of the 
scope of material in a collection one must rely on some type of metadata. The core 
collection serves to bolster analysis against such interpretive issues. In an area of such 
interpretative stigma as sex material, this even further highlights the importance of a core 
collection for such material.  
Future researchers may build upon this work by selecting different samples of 
North Carolina libraries, perhaps academic, or by choosing a different area to sample 
from, such as a different state. Another fruitful area regarding accessibility of sex 
material in public libraries is the, obvious, Internet access from publicly available 
computers. 
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Conclusion 
Sex material has been a growing type of material public libraries have been 
collecting, under different subject headings. There has been little work on library 
holdings for such material, particularly for physical collections. This study hopes to put 
another stone in the groundwork for North Carolina public libraries. For the majority of 
researched North Carolina public library systems, it seems that the sex material is under-
collected and primarily text based. The development of an authoritative core collection of 
sex material would help greatly in future studies surrounding this topic.  
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Appendices 
Appendix 1: Anthology list from Erotica: Full Frontal Shelving 
Book Title Author/Editor Copyright ISBN 
Agony/Ecstasy: Original 
Stories of Agonizing 
Pleasure/Exquisite Pain 
Ed. Jane Little 2012 9780425243459 
Alison’s Wonderland Ed. Alison Tyler 2010 9780373605453 
Best Erotic Fantasy & Science 
Fiction 
Ed. Cecilia Tan & 
Bethany Zaiatz 
2010 9781885865618 
Best Erotic Romance Ed. Kristina Wright 2011 9781573447515 
Best Women’s Erotica: 2011 Ed. Violet Blue 2010 9781573444231 
Do Not Disturb: Hotel Sex 
Stories 
Ed. Rachel Kramer 
Bussel 
2009 9781573443449 
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Herotica: A Collection of 
Women’s Erotic Fiction 
Ed. Susie Bright 1993 9780940208117 
Lustfully Ever After: Fairy 
Tale Erotic Romance 
Ed. Kristina Wright 2012 9781573447874 
Zane’s Sex Chronicles Zane 2008 9781416584117 
 
